
MUKWONAGO, WI—DECEMBER 18, 2013—IBI Group, a global architecture firm, first encountered wire mesh while 
working on a project for a client. The detail and quality of the material inspired them to specify Banker Wire woven 
wire mesh in the renovation of their own Edmonton, Alberta, office.

IBI Group, the fourth largest integrated architectural and engineering firm in the world, has more than 80 locations 
in 15 countries around the world. At its Edmonton location, the company worked with Banker Wire to design a 
workspace that conveys a sense of their architectural expertise while inspiring creativity.

The walls in the renovated office’s gallery and technology boardroom are clad with Banker Wire mesh. IBI Group 
wanted the cladding to have soft-looking edges that seem to wrap around rectangular forms. They also asked 
Banker Wire for a system that held the mesh away from the wall with no visible means of connection.

Banker Wire’s precision weaving met the demands of IBI Group’s very specific design vision. They formed mesh wall 
tiles, folding the mesh over along each of the tiles’ sides to achieve the understated edges that IBI Group requested. 
Banker Wire also designed a custom attachment system for the cladding, creating hidden brackets that remain 
imperceptible from the front. Supported by the invisible brackets in each tile’s four corners, the mesh cladding 
brings texture and visual depth to the space – without a bulky attachment mechanism.

“The finished product is impressive – a clean and simple look that, from a distance, is substantial,” said Corry Bent, 
Senior Interior Designer of IBI Group. “Everyone who sees the installation touches and comments on it. We chose 
Banker Wire because of the beauty and richness of the stainless steel woven wire mesh, as well as the responsiveness 
of their team.”

Banker Wire wove stainless steel flat wire into its S-18 pattern – a mid-scale basket weave. This checkered pattern’s 
low percent open area allows it to reflect color and light, adding warmth and elegance to the office space.

“This particular wire mesh has a basket-weave texture that allows the walls to peek through. Layering the mesh 
creates a visually pleasing 3-D effect,” says Harrison Horan, Vice President of Banker Wire. “Banker Wire provided 
full turnkey services for this project – from the woven wire mesh, to the fabrication of the look, to developing an 
invisible attachment method.”

IBI Group is Canada’s largest integrated architectural and engineering firm. Its Edmonton office specializes in civil 
engineering, architecture, land planning, landscape architecture, urban design, geomatics and systems planning 
and design. 

###

About Banker Wire 
Banker Wire is the world’s leading manufacturer of woven and welded wire mesh for architectural and industrial 
applications. With the most modern and productive mill in the U.S., Banker Wire provides custom-weaved material 
for any aesthetic on any scale – from intricate design highlights to expansive building facades. Founded in 1896, 
Banker Wire’s manufacturing expertise has been refined for more than a century, bringing unmatched customization, 
quality, and service to customers. State-of-the-art grid welding equipment provides a wide variety of wire alloy, 
spacing and diameter configurations, trimmed or untrimmed. For more information visit www.bankerwire.com.

About Architectural Woven Wire Mesh
Pre-crimped woven wire mesh is constructed of individual wires that are crimped prior to being woven together on 
a loom. Pre-crimping the wires provides a much higher degree of control during the weaving process. This allows 
for far more intricate and interesting patterns, as well as unique customization, to meet the vision of the designer. 
Banker Wire has refined and innovated its crimping process more than any other manufacturer, delivering more 
than 8,000 different spacing, diameter, and crimp combinations, plus endless customization options. As a result, 
Banker can make any woven wire mesh pattern imaginable – manufactured to specify for any project type.

BANKER WIRE MESH INSPIRES AT IBI GROUP OFFICE
Office Space Features Custom Wire Mesh Wall Tile System
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